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Gianluca Trinca is one of the most prominent Jazz artists that Italy has to offer for the last 30 years. Born in Trieste in the 60s and has lived in Rome and Milan since the 70s where he has formed his own group and gained popularity among the masses. He has just released Palermo a great lp in the typical Italian jazz style of the 60s and 70s. HIs second
album, Fiancò released in 2008 is a good mix of classic Italian jazz with some influences from samba. It was not until the late 1970s that Gianni Rosini emerged as a singer-songwriter with his album L'Orologio delle Fortune. Giovanni Diversi (a.k.a. Teddy Diversi) shares an identical birth date but moved to Rome in the early 1960s and as he is the elder

brother he gradually usurped his vocation. The only singer of the 1960s band I fatti di duri that became successful was Gianni Rosini whose album Infinità Senza Fine recorded in the early 1960s ( Italian cover of the Foreigner's song "Infinity" ) was a great success in Italy and later in other European countries. Yet a few years before this Rosini had already
recorded his first album which contained three songs that later became popular:" Facciamo l'amore ( featuring the group Corea ); Non ci facciamo niente, niente voglio fare (cover of a tune from the Orient Express movie soundtrack ); and Forse un Milione (cover of the Suzi Quatro song ). The latter was also recorded by another group, Chariot, who were part
of the same troupe as Rosini. This program highlights the music of numerous composers, including György Ligeti, David Greilsammer, Carlisle Floyd, Douglas Moore, Samuel Barber, and Gian Carlo Menotti, who with his popular (as well as scandalous) play The Medium was an idealistic champion of freedom of expression under the dictatorship. Old favorites

are here, including Gershwin's Summertime. And new favorites, too: Andre Previn's forthcoming A Streetcar Named Desire graciously offers Straussian lushness and bitonal wind-instrument details suggesting Blanche DuBois's mind departing from reality, all sounding remarkably true to Previn's pre-World War II upbringing in Berlin.
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